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Roben Corrington
Professor of Philosophical Theology at Drew Universitlz, Robert Corrington is the author of a nurnber of significant wofks developing what
he calls an "ecstatic naturalism." Ile drarvs on a rich metaphysical
tradition including Schopenhaueq Schelling, C. S. Peirce, and Justus
Buchler and also on curfent hermeneutical theory, including Kristeva.
corrington departs from much posrmodern hermeneutics by following
Peirce ln anchbring the semiotic relation within the natural world. For
example, bacteria interpret their environment for food and toxins. Sign
interpretation does not require consciousness.Like that of Robert Neville,
this is a theory that enrbeds humans as language users 6rmly within that
natural, physical world.
Coirington is a metaphysician in that he develops a set of categories by which to see the fullness of the world as we can experience and
know it, to see life and to see it whole. Ffis religious outlook, especially
Religion, is one part of his total outlook, defias developed in lt:latr.rre's
but more of a capstone.His religious.outlook,
afterthought,
noi
an
nitely
which is explicitly post-christian, is a metaphysics without God, resting
on a rhythm alternating between ecstatic encountefs with the sacred and
intervals of what could be called recuperation, culminating in "the eros
of spirit." Of special note is that he wishes to cleansethe religious life
frclm anthropoCentrisros as far as possible, to eschew false consolation and
to avoid fanaticism. (In his first major statement of his position, Ecstatic
Nataralism, he had a concept of God, which he later rejected [corrington
xvii. -fhe Introduction and first chapter of
1994]. See Nature,s Religioim,
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which we encounter an ultirnate form of irrationality when we become
exposed to nature's folds" (Corrington 1997,29).
Now the image shifts. The fold becomes "an overwhelming wave
that comes crashing into finite structures." The wave itself has no selfawareness. "No one would say that the wave is conscious of its power
or that it is a person who looks toward spcci6c agelttsor structuresasit
expends its energy" (Corrington 1997, 29). To use colloquial language,
the wave does not have it in for me. f'he intrusion of nature's sacred
folds into our lives follows no rhpne or reason. "They are simply there
like grand presences that come and go as our species makes its fitful way
toward probable extinction" (Corrington, 1997, 58).
I{owever, hurnans project humanlike qualities on the waves.\4/hen
humans encounter the wa.ve,"strong unconscious complexes are activated
that are compelled to see the w^ve as something other than what it is,"
We are inclined to see the wave "as a unique locus of power and meaning for our tribe, or as a rnessage-ladenepiphany that holds a specific
revelation" (Corrington 7997, 29, italics in original). f'he sacredfolds
are magnets For human projections.
The destructive possibilities of these projections are extremely dangerous in Corrington's eyes. Rushing too quickly to divinize the folds of
nature "has had disastrouss<lcialand political consequences.. . turning
the adherents of one fold, or fold-cluster, against another." The folds
have a power to "pull forth projections, thereby magni$zing them, thus
giving them their own divine status. It is as if you were to take something
dangerous and dramatically ampli$z its power." Corrington is quite strong
in his language. "For example, the failure to deal with one's contrasexual
dimension could turn into a massive patriarchal projection, supportedby
a fold that is divinized, that in turn could generate violence" (Corrington
1997, 32). One of Corrington's illustrations is the Battle of Blood River
in 1838 when the Afrikaners defeated the Zulus, "thus showing their
election from god to control the southern part of Africa." There can
develop a system of cornpeting epiphanies, with sign systemsjcalousof
each other. "Thus the three gods of Western monotheisms remain at
war with each other" (Corrington 1997, +4).
Note that Corrington does not say that the sacred folds are projections, but that they attract projections. The rype of austere philosophical
theology that Corrington advocatesdoes not take a totalizing Feuerbachlike approach. If an approach based <ln psychoanalysis deconstructsthe
totality of the gods and goddessesthat have emerged in human history
a better approach would be open to the possibility that "it is possible
to become permeable to something that is not a human projection,
even if it extremely difficult to find out what that something is. What
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(Corrington 1997, 75). "The transformation of finite instrumental goals
into the infinite goals of religion takes place through the opening power
of the interval as it frees the self from the intense semiotic noise that
comes to it from those sacred folds that threaten to envelop it" (Corrington 1997, 84). This period of decornpression allows the self to make
judicious choices, but they are not merely instrumental choices, for they
are done in the light of the self's glimpse of the infinite. The loss of the
manic psychic inflation can turn to mourning, irony, betrayal, rage, or
a sense of liberation. Ilowever, if the selFcan hold itself open in courage and insight, it can return in a transformed way to the lost object.
Otherwise, the epiphany may return with grcater polrer and shatter the
boundaries of the ego. We cannot domesticate the religious powers of
nature. But with "insight, luck, natural convergence, and natural grace,we
can enter into a religious sphere that does not destroy the very creatures
who intensi$r it with their abjected desires" (Corrington 1997, 96).
'fhe third concept is that of "the unruly ground." Corrington
challenges the romantic notion of nature as a great nurturing mother,
"forgetting that the image of the web is derived from a creature who uses
it primary lsicl as a finally-tur"red killing machine" (Corrington 1997,97).
The unruly ground both enables and destroys without intentionality or
consciousnessawareness.The unruly ground can be understood through
analogy with a churning sea that is indifferent to whatever may occurs
below its surface, yet which also ftirnishes nourishment to its creatures.
"\4{hat does this unruly ground provide? trverphing whatsoever . . . both
actualitiesand possibilities,goods and absences,life and death,space/time
and things in space/time" (Corrington 1997,102). Given this fecundity,
finite sign users will select-out regnant features for emphasis.Another
image which Corrington uses is that of the continual spawning of the
constituents of natu't'enatured. This image suggests an ejection and we,
and everything else, are orphans or foundlings. "On the deepestlevel,
the world itself is a foundling, an eject that has no direct link to the
inaugurating and unruly ground" (Corrington 1997, ll9).
This is a nontheistic conception of grace. "So we have providingness
but no provider', natural grace but no bestower of grace, sheer availability but no intentionality, and a seed bed for consciousnesswith no
consciousnessin the seed bed." From particular instances of consciousness, a universal conscious intentional agent is projected. "From finite
instances of purpose, evident in only a few of the orders of the world,
a kind of grand purpose is read into the unruly ground" (Corrington
1997, 103). In another of his striking images he writes, "The sheer
providingness of nature . . . could no more bestow love than could the
water coursing through the gills of a 6sh" (Corrington 1997, 136).This
notion of srace without a bestower results in a mixed attitude. "For the
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characteristic is movernent and transformation. It is a longing, desire,
drive, without intentionality. (Corrington 1.997,136*137). Summarizing
several pages, he writes that "Spirit's eros is thus the posttenporal, transordinal, lack generated, infinity evoking, connecting, and difTerentiating
momentum that lies deeply within the ransference field (of the human
order)." The Greek experiencewitnessesto the often "ferociouspower
of this field of relation manifest in both pathology and creativity." The
final step probes into "that from which and through which eros comes.
Eros is the outer circumference of the even more elusive spirit; it is its
how under the conditions of finitude" (Corrington 1997,159). This last,
put differently, states that spirit is the heart of eros.
Following in the long tradition from St. Paul to Josiah Royce,spirit
is the great interpreter. "This spirit-interpreter intersects with the human
community whenever that communiry is called upon to interpret and
rami$r signs of great complexity and depth." Signs, especiallyreligious
ones, have "traces and pr-rtentialitiesthat conscious agenls will alwaysfail
to exhaust.l'he spirit does not add new signs to this mixture, nor doesit
have an antecendentinterpretive code that could somehow be accessed."
The spirit does not furnish "a semiotic blueprint for life" and doesnot
"provide an absolute barrier against nonbeing. It is not a body of signs
waiting to be decoded,perhaps in some liminal state of consciousness.
It
cannot give the individual or community a road map of the future." VVhat
the spirit can do is to open up "interpretive prospects without providing
an actual interpretation. As an open or opening infinite, the spirit provides the connective tissue between and among signs, and opensup each
relevant sign so that the sign's own inner momentum can becomeless
hindered." T'his means that the spirit "has no internal semiotic content.
It does not hold at its heart great life secrets.It is much more akin to
the opening power of water as it washes away barriers to understanding"
(Corrington 1997, 160-1 6l).
As a final word, part of the significance of Corrington's work in
relation to the story of religious naturalism can be seen in his appraisal
of John Dewey's A CommonFaith. The brunt of this appraisal, somewhat
echoing Santayana, is that Dewey "utterly fails to probe into the depth
dimension of nature's epiphanies and decompressions,while providinga
kind of ersatz comfort to those humanisms that refuse to look into the
ways in which the ontological difference enters into the human process." Deweyls "stress is always on how the human process can uni$r its
instrumental and aesthetic nature." For Dewey religious ideals function
as Kantian regulative principles which uni$, human life. Floweveq they
do not "connect the self to the depth-dimension of nature nor do they
acknowledge the extrahuman (but not extranatural) powers that enter into
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